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Fall Season Topics
Week

Session Topic

1

Cars

2

Pirates

3

Sealife

4

Driving

5

Cartoons

6

Superheroes

7

Animals

8

Candy

9

Colors

10

Jamboree

Organisation
Split players into two teams. First player from each team dribbles towards goal opposite.
Players cant shoot until they pass the cone on their half. Player who’s ball goes in the goal
first gets point for their team.

Progressions

Coaching Points
Big touch out of feet towards goal
Positive touches to goal
Last touch to set for shot – small angle

Organisation
Red player dribbles and shoots for goal. Once red player has shot white player dribbles
towards goal opposite. Red player chases and tries to block shot. Once white player
shoots red player goes for goal and white player who just shot now chases. Rotation
continues

Progressions

Coaching Points
Big touch out of feet towards goal
Positive touches to goal
Last touch to set for shot – small angle
Transition to defence

Organisation
GK starts by throwing the ball out to the attacking team. Once an attacker touches the ball
the 2 defenders on the outside run around the orange cone and back and then into the
area to become recovering defenders creating 4v3 in favour of defenders. Defenders try
and pass ball to next waiting defenders to win point. Red team try and score.

Progressions

Coaching Points
angle and distance of cover
intercept pass (deny turn, deny penetration)
tracking (recovery runs etc.)
changing role of pressure and cover
visual and verbal communication

Organisation
Play 7v7, 8v8, 9v9

Progressions

Coaching Points
If low numbers play with even teams or
have a neutral player who plays for both
teams.

Organisation
20x20 yard area. Red team attack and shot for goal, once the shot is take they become
the new defending team. The next two white players enter the area and attack the red
goal. The team taking the shot at goal become the new defending team if the shot goes in
or wide of the goal. Waiting teams must have a ball ready to enter the game

Organisation
Play 7v7. Both teams play 1-2-1-2-1.

Progressions

Progressions
3v3 with same rule, one player drops back as GK.

Coaching Points

Coaching Points
First defender moves towards attacker and
pressures the ball
Second defender covers behind first
defender.
First defender tries to force attacker out of
bounds/towards second defender/or tries
to win the ball.

Cover key points from the session

Organisation
Set out 30x40 yard area split into 3 10x40 yard channels. Have 1 red player in each
channel with attacking players lined up in each channel at other end of area. Defenders
must stay in their channel. 3 attackers enter the game and try to score. Attacking players
must stay in their channel.

Organisation
Play 7v7, 8v8, 9v9

Progressions

Progressions
3v3 with same rule, one player drops back as GK.

Coaching Points
Coaching Points
Nearest player pressure the ball
Pressure, cover, balance – covering player
slide across to line of channel when ball in
channel next to theirs to provide good
covering angles.

If low numbers play with even teams or
have a neutral player who plays for both
teams.

Organisation
2v2 games. Team without the ball must have one player drop back and become GK
leaving 2v1 on the field

Organisation
•

Play 7v7, 8v8, 9v9

Progressions

Progressions

Coaching Points

Coaching Points

Attack at speed
Moves to unbalance defender
Attack front foot/ the side defender
doesn't’t want you to go.
Beat defender 1v1 or combine

•

If low numbers play with even teams or
have a neutral player who plays for
both teams.

Organisation
Create a 30x20 yard area with a half way line. Have 2 defenders in zone 1 and a defender
and GK in zone 2. 4 red players enter zone 1 and try to get the ball into zone 2. Only 2
reds can enter zone 2 to try and score.

Organisation
2v2 games. Team without the ball must have one player drop back and become GK
leaving 2v1 on the field

Progressions

Progressions

Coaching Points

Coaching Points

Positive forward play.
Positive touch into next zone to take 2
defenders out of the game.
Dribble at speed into next zone.
Combine to get into next zone.

Creativity on the ball
Play without fear. Try moves
Quick sprint back to box when point is
gained

Organisation
Reds vs White. Blue players in end zone are target players. 2 points for dribble into end
zone, 1 point for a pass to target player. Wide blue players are neutral, 1 neutral blue in
center.

Organisation
Scrimmage with coned off wide channels. When a ball is received in the channel, defender
may only enter the channel behind the ball.

Progressions

Progressions
Full scrimmage

Remove central neutral player.

Coaching Points
Move the ball, and work as a team to
create space.
Awareness of opportunities to drive with
the ball
Mentality/attitude of players to attack
space.

Coaching Points
Open body when receiving, positive first
touch.
Lead pass to enable team mate to attack
the space.
Get the ball out of feet to cover ground
quickly.

Organisation

Organisation

Each team has 2 defenders and 1 attacker in each half. White team attack combining with
the central attacker to create 3v2. Once the attack is done the reds quickly start and attack
the other way going 3v2 to goal.

Scrimmage with coned off wide channels. When a ball is received in the channel, defender
may only enter the channel behind the ball.

Progressions

Progressions
Full scrimmage

Coaching Points
Player in possession – Attack space at
speed
Decision making in possession – Beat
defender with move/speed – combine with
team mate to create shooting opportunity.

Coaching Points
Open body when receiving, positive first
touch.
Lead pass to enable team mate to attack
the space.
Get the ball out of feet to cover ground
quickly.

Organisation
Set out 30x30 yard area with halfway line. Each team has 3 players in the defensive half
and one in the attacking half. Players must stay in their half they start in. Team in
possession can only shoot for goal from defensive half. Can use attacking player to
combine for shot. Attacking player tries to steal ball from 3 players and score.

Progressions

Coaching Points
Posses ball until good shooting
opportunity.
If player can’t shoot can they set up team
mate for shot?
If not pass can player combine with
forward for shot.

Standing foot correct distance from the ball
Toe pointing to target.
Use laces to strike for power
Inside of foot to place ball in corners

Organisation
Play 7v7, 8v8, 9v9

Progressions

Coaching Points
If low numbers play with even teams or
have a neutral player who plays for both
teams.

